Dear Subscriber,

SpagoWorld initiative is going to end this year with two new project releases: SpagoBI 3.3 and Spagic 3.4, as well as some new scheduled SpagoBI on-line training courses and the preview of various upcoming activities. Find out all details below!

SpagoWorld team wishes you season’s greeting and a happy and prosperous new year!

Best regards,
SpagoWorld Communications

News

- **SpagoBI 3.3 is being released tomorrow!**
  SpagoBI 3.3 offers several new features and some important improvements on various engines of the suite. All details and the Demo will be published on SpagoBI website. Stay tuned!

- **Spagic 3.4 upcoming release!**
  Spagic 3.4 is being released by the end of the week. All details will be published on the project website. Stay tuned!

- **SpagoBI book available soon: here is the contents preview!**
  SpagoBI team is drafting a book on SpagoBI suite, which will be available soon in SpagoShop. A preview of the index is already available [here](#).

- **SpagoBI on-line training courses scheduled in January 2012: buy them now!**
  Some on-line training courses on SpagoBI suite are scheduled in January 2012. They are delivered in English by a member of SpagoBI team, alternating on-line sessions and off-line exercises. Have a look at SpagoBI Courses Schedule and buy them on SpagoShop now! Don’t forget that SpagoBI team also delivers tailored training courses, based on your own requirements. Choose the topics in SpagoBI Courses Catalogue, compose your class, then [contact us](#)!

- **Download SpagoBI Quick Start guide now!**
  SpagoBI suite offers a quick start guide, a step-by-step pathway aiming to help users to easily setup their own BI scenarios, from data modelling to data inquiry, using the Meta, Studio and Server modules of SpagoBI suite. [Learn more](#).

Events

- **OW2Con 2011 follow-up**
  Location: Paris, France
  Date: 23rd-24th November 2011
  SpagoBI and Engineering Group played a leading role in OW2Con 2011, the third edition of OW2 annual conference. In particular, Stefano Scamuzzo, SpagoBI International Manager, has led the OW2 BI Initiative session, including presentations by SpagoBI (Engineering Group), Talend, Jaspersoft, Actian and Altic.
  Have a look at some photos and presentations available on SpagoWorld website!

- **SpagoWorld events in 2012**
  Location: --
  Date: 2012
  In accordance with SpagoWorld team’s continuous commitment in the open community, SpagoWorld will participate in various international open source events in 2012 as well. Some new sessions of webinars, focused on the novelties of the various projects and initiatives belonging to SpagoWorld, will be delivered during the new year, as well. All information is progressively updated on SpagoWorld website. Follow us and stay tuned!

Ecosystem

- **New article on SpagoBI in French: « Décisionnel : SpagoBI 3.2 se rapproche d'Excel »**
  The article, issued by Silicon.fr on 1st December 2011, refers to the novelties of SpagoBI 3.2 release, with a focus on the new features that considerably extend the capacities of the suite allowing users to perform complete and effective analysis on one’s own Business data through a completely open source platform.
  [Read the article](#) (in French)

- **Join SpagoBI on Twitter and LinkedIn!**
  SpagoBI is on Twitter and LinkedIn. In order to get news and information on the suite in real-time, shared by the open community, join us now!